
STV (MRP) Benefits Validity

Rs. 269

U/L voice calls (Local/STD) any-net in Home LSA and National
Roaming (incl. Mumbai and Delhi) + U/L Data with speed
reduced to 40Kbps after 2GB/day + 100 SMS/ day incl. MTNL
area Mumbai and Delhi + BSNL Tunes + EROS Now service +
Hardy Mobile Games service by M/s ONE97 communications
limited + Challenges Arena Mobile Gaming Service on
Progressive Web App(PWA) by M/s Onmobile Global Ltd +
Astrotell and GameOn services by M/s Ubarri Marketing Private
Limited + GAMEIUM premium gaming application” by M/S
ADVYSORS INC.

28 Days

U/L voice + U/L Data with speed reduced to 40Kbps after
2GB/day + 100SMS/day + BSNL Tunes + EROS Now

Rs. 769

2GB/day + 100SMS/day + BSNL Tunes + EROS Now
Entertainment service + Hardy Mobile Games service by M/s
ONE97 communications limited + Challenges Arena Mobile
Gaming Service on Progressive Web App (PWA) + Lystn music
services + Lokdhun+ Zing + Astrotell and GameOn services +
GAMEIUM premium gaming application.

84 Days

Note : The voice/SMS benefits under these vouchers cannot be used for outgoing calls/SMS to premium numbers, IN numbers, international numbers and other 
chargeable short codes; the subscriber will be charged applicable tariffs for the same. This voucher is intended only for personal use of included services. BSNL 
reserves the right to discontinue service immediately in case of misuse/fraudulent use/unauthorized telemarketing and commercial use. Unutilized free benefits 
will be forfeited at the expiry of current recharge of the plan.

-STV will be valid till 23:59 hours of the last day of validity, irrespective of the time of recharge.
-The free data usage allowed is also applicable while in national roaming.
-The usage charges beyond free usage will be same for Home LSA and while in roaming.
-The above STV is applicable for all prepaid customers irrespective of their voice plan.


